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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new conservative hybrid finite element-finite dif-

ference method for the Vlasov equation. The proposed methodology uses Strang splitting

to decouple the nonlinear high dimensional Vlasov equation into two lower dimensional

equations, which describe spatial advection and velocity acceleration/deceleration processes

respectively. We then propose to use a semi-Lagrangian (SL) discontinuous Galerkin (DG)

scheme (or Eulerian Runge-Kutta (RK) DG scheme with local time stepping) for spatial

advection, and use a SL finite difference WENO for velocity acceleration/deceleration. Such

hybrid method takes the advantage of DG scheme in its compactness and its ability in han-

dling complicated spatial geometry; while takes the advantage of the WENO scheme in its

robustness in resolving filamentation solution structures of the Vlasov equation. The pro-

posed highly accurate methodology enjoys great computational efficiency, as it allows one to

use relatively coarse phase space mesh due to the high order nature of the scheme. At the

same time, the time step can be taken to be extra large in the SL framework. The quality

of the proposed method is demonstrated via basic test problems, such as linear advection

and rigid body rotation, and classical plasma problems, such as Landau damping and the

two stream instability. Although we only tested 1D1V examples, the proposed method has

the potential to be extended to problems with high spatial dimensions and complicated

geometry. This constitutes our future research work.
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Galerkin method, WENO scheme, Landau damping, two stream instability.

1 Introduction

This paper will be focused on a high order Strang splitting conservative semi-Lagrangian

(SL) approach for the Vlasov-Poisson (VP) simulations. Arising from collisionless plasma

applications, the VP system,

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∇xf + E(x, t) · ∇vf = 0, (1.1)

and

E(x, t) = −∇xφ(x, t), −∆xφ(x, t) = ρ(x, t), (1.2)

describes the temporal evolution of the particle distribution function in six dimensional

phase space. f(x,v, t) is probability distribution function which describes the probability

of finding a particle with velocity v at position x at time t, E is the electric field, and φ is

the self-consistent electrostatic potential. The probability distribution function couples to

the long range fields via the charge density, ρ(t, x) =
∫
R3 f(x, v, t)dv − 1, where we take the

limit of uniformly distributed infinitely massive ions in the background. There are many

challenges associated with the Vlasov simulations, the most important of which is probably

the huge computational cost, due to the ‘curse of dimensionality’ (3D in physical space and

3D in velocity space). In this paper, we propose very high order numerical methods in order

to resolve fine scale solution structures with relatively coarse numerical meshes.

Three different approaches in fusion simulations have been very popular, the Lagrangian

(particle-in-cell (PIC)) [18, 27, 1, 19, 40, 25, 22], SL [38, 2, 3, 24, 39, 5, 33, 36, 37], and

Eulerian approach [43, 41, 31, 42, 45, 21, 7]. Each approach has its own advantages and

limits. For example, the PIC method is well known for its relatively low computational cost

especially for high dimensional problems, compared with mesh-based methods. However, it

suffers from statistical noise due to the initial sampling of macro-particles. The mesh-based
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Eulerian approach suffers from ‘the curse of dimensionality’, a drawback compared with the

PIC. On the other hand, Eulerian methods can be designed to be highly accurate, thus being

able to resolve complicated solution structures in a more efficient manner by using a set of

relatively coarse numerical mesh. One bottleneck of Eulerian methods, when applied to the

VP system, is the CFL time step restriction. Compared with the Eulerian approach, the SL

approach is also mesh based. Its distinctive feature lies in the fact that it allows for extra

large time steps evolution, because information is being propagated along characteristics. On

the other hand, the SL approach is more difficult to be implemented, as an accurate tracking

of characteristics curve is highly nontrivial in nonlinear and truly multi-dimensional setting.

In kinetic simulations of plasma, a very popular approach is the Strang splitting SL

method proposed by Cheng and Knorr [6]. The idea is that, rather than solving the truly

multi-dimensional genuinely nonlinear VP system, Cheng and Knorr applied the Strang

splitting to decouple the high dimensional nonlinear Vlasov equation (1.1) into a sequence

of lower dimensional ‘linear’ equations. The advantage of performing such a splitting is that

the decoupled lower dimensional advection equations have advection velocities depending

only on the coordinates that are transverse to the direction of propagation. Therefore, as

linear advection equations, they are much easier to be evolved numerically, especially in a

SL setting.

Many advances in research have been made in developing mesh-based numerical algo-

rithms for Vlasov simulations. A flux balanced semi-Lagrangian finite volume method was

proposed in [14]; a flux-correct transport scheme was proposed in [4]; a high order cubic

interpolated propagation method based on 1-D Hermite interpolation was proposed in [30].

Semi-Lagrangian scheme with high order cubic spline interpolation was proposed in [38];

later a positive and flux conservative finite volume semi-Lagrangian scheme with ENO re-

construction is proposed in [16]. A conservative finite volume and a non-conservative finite

difference semi-Lagrangian scheme with WENO reconstruction is proposed in [5]. A con-
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servative finite different semi-Lagrangian scheme with WENO reconstruction is proposed

in [33]; later the algorithm is generalized to variable coefficient case [34, 35]. In the finite

element discontinuous Galerkin framework, there are research work in Eulerian framework

[21] and with positivity preserving limiters in semi-Lagrangian framework [37] and [36]. It

is showed in [36] that the 1-D formulation of the algorithm is equivalent in [37] and [36]

for constant coefficient case. In [36], a weak characteristic Galerkin approach is proposed

for general variable coefficient case. 2-D implementation of the algorithm is different in [37]

(modal) and [36] (nodal).

Despite the great convenience that the Strang splitting brought in for solving the Vlasov

equation, there are several numerical challenges that need to be addressed for large scale

realistic applications. For example, the computational domain in realistic simulation prob-

lems, e.g., tokamak, might be complicated. An unstructured mesh might be better suited

for spatial discretization rather than the often used Cartesian meshes. Moreover, a well-

known feature of the Vlasov solution is the development of filamentations, the resolution of

which requires highly accurate and stable numerical methods. With these considerations,

we propose a hybrid conservative SL method that uses finite element discontinuous Galerkin

(DG) discretization in physical spaces, which is advantageous in its compactness and ability

in handling complicated geometry and uses very high order SL finite difference weighted

essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) discretization in velocity spaces, which is advantageous

in its robustness, stability and ability in resolving complicated solution structures. When

filamentation structures are under-resolved, numerical oscillations might be presented in the

DG solutions. To reduce those oscillations, we apply WENO limiters [32], which are very

robust for solutions with sharp gradients, yet can maintain high order spatial accuracy for

smooth solutions. The proposed hybrid methodology is highly accurate and efficient, due to

the very high spatial accuracy and the allowance of extra large time step evolution in the

SL framework. Due to the dimensional splitting, the method suffers from the second order
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splitting error in time. We plan to address this issue in our future research.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review several existing

numerical algorithms for advection problems, many of which will be used as basic ingredients

in our proposed hybrid methodology. In Section 3, we describe the proposed methodology

in great details. In this section, we frequently use 1D1V examples to illustrate the proposed

idea. In Section 4, a collection of numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the

performance of the proposed methods. The concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 High order mesh-based DG and WENO formulations

In this section, we discuss current state-of-the-art high order finite element and finite differ-

ence numerical techniques for hyperbolic problems. They serve as basic ingredients in the

proposed methodology for the VP system in Section 3.

2.1 Eulerian approach: RK DG scheme.

The DG schemes [11, 10, 12, 9] are a class of high order numerical methods for solving a

hyperbolic equation

ft +∇ · g(f) = 0. (2.1)

For simplicity, we consider 1D domain [a, b], which is partitioned as

Dx : [a, b] = ∪iIi.

Let the solution and test function space be:

V k
Dx

= {u : u|Ii ∈ P k(Ii), Ii ∈ Dx}. (2.2)

The DG scheme approximates the weak form of hyperbolic equation (2.1) by finding fh ∈ V k
Dx

such that for each cell Ii,

d

dt

∫

Ii

fh(t) · udx−
∫

Ii

g(fh) · uxdx+ ĝi+ 1
2
· u−

i+ 1
2

− ĝi− 1
2
· u+

i− 1
2

= 0, ∀u ∈ V k
Dx

(2.3)
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where ĝi+ 1
2
is the numerical flux defined by an exact or approximate Riemann solver, e.g.

Godunov flux, Lax-Friedrichs flux. Equation (2.3) is further discretized in time by a stable

time integrator, such as high order strong stability preserving (SSP) RK method [20]. The

most distinctive properties of DG schemes include their compactness, hp adaptivity and

ability in handling complicated geometry. On the other hand, the numerical time step of

the DG schemes is not only restricted by the CFL condition, but also by the linear stability

property of the scheme, leading to roughly |c|∆t
∆x

≤ 1
2k+1

for a (k + 1)th order scheme, where

|c| is the wave speed associated with a given problem.

It is known that spurious oscillations may appear in DG solutions, when there are shocks

or sharp gradient structures involved. In order to suppress those numerical oscillations, non-

linear limiters, e.g. WENO limiter, are necessary. Nonlinear WENO limiting strategies have

been developed based on WENO reconstruction in finite volume framework for structured

and unstructured meshes [29, 26, 23]. The WENO limiting procedure consists of two steps:

(1) Identification of troubled cells, using troubled cell indicator, e.g. the minmod-based TVB

limiter [11, 10, 8, 12] , in which the numerical solution involves large gradient; (2) In each

trouble cell, replace the DG solution by a polynomial from WENO reconstruction. It is

numerically shown in [32, 46] that the WENO limiters are very robust for solutions with

sharp gradients, and they can achieve uniform high order accuracies for smooth solutions.

For more technical details regarding WENO limiter, the readers are referred to [32].

2.2 Semi-Lagrangian approach: SL DG scheme

SL DG scheme differs from the RK DG scheme in its time evolution mechanism. Specially,

characteristics are being tracked over time. The tracking of characteristic lines can be com-

plicated for nonlinear and multi-dimensional problems. For simplicity, we only consider 1D

linear equation (2.1) with g = vf , where v can be variable coefficient depending on x and t.

The SL DG algorithm [36] is designed based on the semi-discrete DG scheme, see equation
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(2.3). Specifically, we integrate equation (2.3) in time from [tn, tn+1] and obtain,

∫

Ii

fh(t
n+1) · udx =

∫

Ii

fh(t
n) · udx+

∫ tn+1

tn

∫

Ii

vfh · uxdxdt−
∫ tn+1

tn
( ˆvfh · u|x

i+1
2

− ˆvfh · u|x
i−1

2

)dt,

(2.4)

where the time integration of the flux function terms have to be evaluated in the SL fashion.

To do that, we observe in Figure 2.1 that at a fixed spatial location at time level tn+1, say

(xi−1/2, t
n+1), there exists a backward characteristic line (or curve when a is a function of

x), with the foot located on time level tn at x⋆
i−1/2. We denote the region Ωi−1/2 to be the

region bounded by the three points (xi−1/2, t
n+1), (xi−1/2, t

n) and (x⋆
i−1/2, t

n). We apply the

divergence theorem to the integral form of equation (2.1) over the region Ωi−1/2, and obtain

∫ tn+1

tn

ˆvfh(xi−1/2, τ)dτ =

∫ xi−1/2

x⋆
i−1/2

fh(ξ, t
n)dξ, (2.5)

which can be used to evaluate the time integration term on the r.h.s. of equation (2.4).

For more implementation details, the readers are referred to [36]. The proposed SL DG

scheme enjoys the advantages that (1) the scheme is of conservative form, where the flux

function is evaluated exactly by equation (2.5); (2) it does not have the CFL/stability time

step restriction as the Eulerian RK DG scheme [11], therefore allows for extra large time

step evolution; (3) when compared with the finite difference WENO scheme, the proposed

algorithm is more compact and allows for a non-uniform mesh for 1D problem. However,

artificial oscillations may appear when filamentation structures developed in the Vlasov

solutions are under-resolved. Nonlinear limiters, e.g. WENO limiter, are necessary to control

spurious oscillations. The algorithm can be extended to multi-dimensional problems with

Cartesian mesh by dimensional splitting. When the problem is linear, there is no splitting

error involved as shown in Section 4. However, it is highly non-trivial to extend the proposed

SL algorithm to unstructured grid in multi-dimension.
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Figure 2.1: SL scheme approximates equation (3.9).

2.3 Semi-Lagrangian approach: SL finite difference WENO scheme

Another successful numerical method, in the class of finite difference schemes, for computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) as well as kinetic simulations is the high order finite difference

WENO scheme [26]. The SSP high order RK method can be used for time evolution. The

most distinctive feature of finite difference WENO scheme is its ability in resolving compli-

cated solution structures in a robust and stable way when compared with the DG scheme; as

well as its ease and flexibility in multi-dimensional implementations by working with point

values in a dimension-by-dimension fashion when compared with the finite volume method.

Similar to the SL DG scheme, instead of using SSP RK time integrator, one can use

the SL evolution mechanism to evaluate the time integral of the flux functions. For more

technical details, the readers are referred to [33, 34]. The advantage of doing so is the

allowance of extra large numerical time steps that one can take. Either of the methods can

be used for the VP applications [35]. However, the SL WENO scheme in [34] is more general

in the sense that it can be used to deal with the variable coefficient advection problem, e.g.

in solving the relativistic Vlasov equation.

In our Vlasov simulations, we adopt the SL WENO scheme in [33] for velocity accelera-
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tion/deceleration. We consider equation (2.1) with constant wave speed as an example. The

domain [a, b] is uniformly discretized as:

a = x0 < x1 < ... < xN−1 < xN = b,

with ∆x = (b−a)/N . Let ∆t = tn+1−tn and ξ0 = v ∆t
∆x

. Without loss of generality, we assume

ξ0 ∈ [0, 1
2
]. When ξ0 ∈ [−1

2
, 0], a similar but symmetric procedure can be applied. Otherwise,

ξ0 can be shifted to [−1
2
, 1
2
] via grid shifting. In the classical SL FD scheme, the solution is

usually updated by using the fact that the solution is constant along characteristics [5], i.e.

fn+1
i

.
= f(xi, t

n+1) = f(xi − v∆t),

where f(xi − v∆t) is usually reconstructed from neighboring point values by high order

polynomial interpolation. Take a third order reconstruction for example, see Figure 2.2, we

obtain

fn+1
i = fn

i + (−1

6
fn
i−2 + fn

i−1 −
1

2
fn
i − 1

3
fn
i+1)ξ0

+(
1

2
fn
i−1 − fn

i +
1

2
fn
i+1)ξ

2
0

+(
1

6
fn
i−2 −

1

2
fn
i−1 +

1

2
fn
i − 1

6
fn
i+1)ξ

3
0 , (2.6)

v r r r v v v v v r r r v tn+1

v r r r v v �
�
�
�
�
���

v v v r r r v tn

x0 xi−2 xi−1 xi xi+1 xi+2 xN
ξ0 ∈ [0, 1

2
]

Figure 2.2: SL finite difference WENO reconstruction.

Based on the linear reconstruction, equation (2.6), a nonlinear WENO reconstruction

can be introduced to suppress numerical oscillations known as Gibbs phenomenon when
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the solution is under-resolved [5]. However, the mass conservation, which is a very impor-

tant property for solving hyperbolic conservation laws, will be lost. To ensure the mass

conservation, we re-write equation (2.6) in a flux difference form

fn+1
i = fn

i − ξ0(f̂
n
i+1/2 − f̂n

i−1/2). (2.7)

f̂n
i+1/2 is the numerical flux defined as

f̂n
i+1/2 = (fn

i−1, f
n
i , f

n
i+1) · CL

3 · (1, ξ0, ξ20)′, (2.8)

where

CL
3 =




−1
6

0 1
6

5
6

1
2

−1
3

1
3

−1
2

1
6


 .

Then, WENO reconstruction can be applied to the numerical flux f̂n
1+1/2. Such recon-

struction algorithm can be generalized to higher order reconstructions, e.g. 5th, 7th and

9th. For more technical and implementation details, we refer the readers to [33].

3 Formulation of hybrid method

In this section, we will formulate the proposed hybrid method to solve the VP system. For

Vlasov simulations, a very popular time stepping strategy is the Strang splitting [6]. There

are many advantages associated with such splitting. For example, the nonlinearity of the VP

system is being decoupled. As a result, the split equations can be independently evolved, for

which a ‘best’ numerical method can be chosen for each of these independent evolutions. This

idea of Strang splitting SL has been repeatedly applied in Vlasov simulations via different

discretization strategy, e.g. the flux corrected transport [4], the flux balance method [14],

the positive and flux conservative (PFC) method [16, 24], finite volume/difference WENO

scheme [5, 33, 34, 35], discontinuous Galerkin (DG) scheme [36, 37], in the past decade. In
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the proposed hybrid method we adopt the Strang splitting idea again. Especially, the six

dimensional Vlasov equation (1.1) is splitted into two equations, for advection in space and

velocity respectively,

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∇xf = 0, (3.9)

∂f

∂t
+ E(x, t) · ∇vf = 0. (3.10)

The splitting of equation (1.1) can be designed to be second order accurate in time by

advecting the equation (3.9) in spatial direction for a half time step, then evolving equation

(3.10) in velocity direction for a full time step, followed by solving equation (3.9) for a

second half time step. The two advection equations (3.9) and (3.10) are linear. They can

be solved by independent numerical solvers, wisely chosen to be the most suitable ones for

individual problems. For application problems such as tokamak, the spatial domain may

have complicated geometry. Depending on the shape of spatial domain, we propose to apply

the high dimensional (up to 3D) SL DG scheme or Eulerian DG scheme with local time

stepping for equation (3.9) based on a structured rectangular or an unstructured triangular

discretization of the spatial domain. On the other hand, the computational domain for

velocity is simply a cuboid v ∈ [v1,min, v1,max] × [v2,min, v2,max] × [v3,min, v3,max] with zero

boundary conditions. Because of this, we propose to apply the high order SL finite difference

WENO scheme to evolve equation (3.10), which is very robust to resolve the filamentation

solution structures in Vlasov simulations.

Below, we use an 1D1V example to illustrate the idea of the proposed hybrid scheme.

The numerical mesh is based on a tensor product of the following discretization in x and v

directions respectively,

Dx : [a, b] = ∪iIi,

where Ii are non-overlapping intervals, not necessarily uniform, the union of which is the
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interval [a, b]; and

Dv : c = v−Nv/2 < v−Nv/2+1 < · · · v−1 < v0 < v1 · · · < vNv/2−1 < vNv/2 = d,

where the distribution of grid points are uniform. The solution space for this 1D1V problem

V k
Dx,v

= {f(x, v = vj)|Ii := fi,j(x) ∈ P k, i = 1, · · ·Nx, j = −Nv/2, · · · , Nv/2},

which is a piecewise polynomial defined on intervals of x, Ii, and at fix locations of v, vj ,

∀i = 1, · · · , Nx and j = −Nv/2, · · · , Nv/2. The evolution procedure per time step ∆t of

the proposed splitting scheme for the VP system is described in the rest of this section.

We remark that the time step ∆t is not restricted by the CFL/stability constrain in our

proposed framework.

3.1 Advection in spatial direction

We adopt SL or Eulerian DG scheme for advection in spatial direction, denoted as DGx,

discussed in details in Section 2.1 and 2.2. For each fixed grid point in velocity, say at vj ,

we advect equation (3.9) for half a time step ∆t/2.

• If SL DG approach is adopted, there is no CFL/stability time step restriction. There-

fore, the time stepping for ∆t/2 can be performed by calling DGx(∆t/2).

• If Eulerian DG, e.g. the RK DG, approach is applied, then there is time step re-

striction due to CFL and linear stability of the algorithm. We denote such the time

step restriction as δt(vj), related to the wave propagation speed vj . In this case, the

time stepping for ∆t/2 for the split 1-D linear equation can be performed by call-

ing DGloc
x (δt(vj)) for several times (e.g. n times), until ∆t/2 is reached. We write

DGx(∆t/2) =
(
DGloc

x (δt(vj))
)n

. Such time stepping strategy maximizes the size of

local time steps that can be applied in the RK DG scheme for (3.9) per vj , hence

optimizes the time stepping efficiency. Here, by ‘local’, we mean that the size of time
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stepping can be chosen based on the wave propagation speed v’s. Much larger time

step δt can be taken for smaller v’s. We remark that when a second or higher order

SSP Runge-Kutta method is used, the proposed local time stepping strategy will not

destroy the temporal accuracy, which is second order due to the splitting error.

The computational cost in computing one step of SSP RK3 DG would be proportional

to 3(k + 1)2; while that of SL DG would be proportional to (k + 1)3 when P k polynomial

space is used. However, compared with the SL DG approach, the RK DG approach will be

more computationally expensive with the time step restriction due to linear stability and

CFL condition (CFL ≤ 1
2k+1

). Moreover, the temporal error of SL DG for 1-D problem

would be smaller than that of SSP RK3 DG. On the other hand, extension of the RK DG

algorithm to high dimensional x is more flexible than that of SL DG. Unstructured triangular

mesh depending on the shape of Ω is allowed in the RK DG framework. As we mention in

Section 2.1, a nonlinear limiter is necessary to robustly resolve the filamentation solution

structures of solution of the VP system. We will discuss this issue in Section 3.3.

3.2 Advection in velocity direction

A conservative high order SL finite difference WENO scheme, denoted as SLWENOv(∆t),

discussed in Section 2.3, is applied to advect equation (3.10) for a time step ∆t. As SL

approach is applied, no time step restriction is involved in this step. Recall that the domain

discretization of (x, v) is the tensor product of intervals (finite element discretization in

x) and point values (finite difference discretization in v). In order to advect (3.10) by a

finite difference scheme, we propose to apply one-to-one linear transformations from/to kth

degree polynomials fi,j(x) over Ii, to/from (k + 1) point values of the solution at Gaussian

quadrature nodes on Ii at vj , denoted as {fi,gi;j}k+1
gi=1. Here we propose to use Gaussian

quadrature nodes as these nodes with the corresponding weights provide the most accurate

weighted sum formula in evaluating the spatial integral term in DG formulation. Other
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vj−1

vj

vj+1

xi,1 xi,2 xi,3

Figure 3.3: Advection in velocity direction by SL WENO scheme at Gaussian quadrature
nodes. Piecewise polynomial space P 2 is used as an example.

choices of points, e.g. uniform, Gaussian-Radau, Gaussian-Lobatto points, can be used, but

with lower order of accuracy in approximating the integral term in DG formulation. Below

we illustrate the advection procedure (see Figure 3.3).

1. From polynomials to point values. For each spatial interval Ii, transform the kth degree

polynomial fi,j(x) to k+1 Gaussian quadrature point values {fi,gi;j}k+1
gi=1 on Ii per grid

point vj.

2. SL evolution. Apply the SL FD WENO scheme, discussed in details in Section 3.3, on

equation (3.10) for xi,gi, ∀i = 1, · · ·Nx and gi = 1, · · · , k + 1.

3. From point values to polynomials. For each spatial interval Ii, transform the k + 1

Gaussian quadrature point values {fi,gi;j}k+1
gi=1 back to a kth degree polynomial fi,j(x),

on Ii per grid point vj .

Extension to high dimensional v can be done by dimensional splitting without splitting error.

We remark that one has the flexibility to combine any order of SL/RK DG and SL WENO

in the hybrid setting. In the simulations, we adopt the combination of P 1 with WENO3, P 2
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xi−1,1 xi,1 xi+1,1xi−1,2 xi,2 xi+1,2xi−1,3 xi,3 xi+1,3

Ii−1 Ii Ii+1

Figure 3.4: Evaluation of electric field by FFT at Gaussian quadrature nodes {xi,1}Nx
i=1.

Piecewise polynomial space P 2 is used as an example.

with WENO5 and P 3 with WENO9 to better preserve the order of accuracy of DG scheme.

We decide to use higher order WENO scheme than DG, as DG scheme has better resolution

than WENO based on the same set of mesh. Specifically, DG scheme has k+1 degrees of

freedom per cell compared with WENO which only has one point value.

In order to evolve the advection equation (3.10), the electric field needs to be computed.

One can use a local discontinuous Galerkin scheme (LDG) to solve the Poisson equation

(1.2). If the partition is uniform and periodic boundary condition is imposed, an alternative

approach is to perform a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Firstly, we evaluate the charge density

at all gaussian quadrature nodes. Then we group the points as {xi,gl}Nx
i=1, gl = 1, 2 · · ·k + 1.

Note that in each group, the nodes are evenly distributed. We can apply FFT in each group

to get the electric field as showed in Figure 3.4. At each time step, FFT will be performed

k + 1 times. Note that FFT is performed independently among different group. We remark

that it is spectrally accurate to use FFT to solve the Poisson equation (1.2). Thus the error

from solving the equation (1.2) is negligible compared with the error from solving Vlasov

equation (1.1). We can also perform FFT on a set of uniform points without such grouping.

However, it involves extra cost while little difference can be observed.

3.3 WENO limiter and algorithm flow chart

It is well known that filamentation solution structures can be developed in the VP system. So

nonlinear limiters might be needed for DG scheme in spatial advection to control numerical
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oscillations. We propose to apply the WENO limiter [32] before DG evolution as a pre-

processing procedure. In our implementation presented in the next section, we use TVB

limiter with problem dependent TVB constants to identify troubled cells. The flow chart of

the algorithm is outlined below:

Algorithm: hybrid method for the Vlasov-Poisson system:

1. Evolve the solution in spatial directions by SL DG (or RK DG with local time
stepping) for ∆t/2 by calling DGx(∆t/2).

2. Solve E at all Gaussian points by FFT (or LDG) from the Poisson’s equation.

3. Evolve the solution in velocity directions by SL FD WENO for ∆t by calling
SLWENOv(∆t).

4. Apply WENO limiter as a pre-processing procedure for DG evolution.

5. Evolve the solution as in step 1 for ∆t/2.

Note that step 1 and step 4 can be merged as one time step in order to save cost.

Below we use the 2D rigid body rotation problem: ut−yux+xuy = 0 (Example 4.2) as an

example to show the effectiveness of the proposed WENO limiter in pre-processing the DG

solution. We consider the problem with computing domain (x, y) ∈ [−3, 3]× [−3, 3], initial

condition u(x, y, 0) = 0 when y < 0 and u(x, y, 0) = 1 when y ≥ 0 and periodic boundary

condition. We evolve the equation by SL DG scheme P 3 in x-direction for ∆t/2, then by

SL FD WENO9 scheme in y-direction for ∆t. 1D cuts of the numerical solution (u(x, y=0))

before and after WENO limiting procedure are shown in Figure 3.5. It can be observed that

the total variation of the numerical solution is better controlled with the WENO limiter.

We remark that the WENO limiter does not introduce much additional computational cost

in our simulations presented in the next section, as the percentage of troubled cells where

WENO limiters are applied is very small (less than 5%). In the simulation results, we also

apply WENO limiters after DG evolutions in every time step to ensure that our numerical

solution is oscillation-free. However, no significant difference is observed in the eye-ball norm
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between the scheme with and without WENO after DG evolutions.
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Figure 3.5: Solve ut + xuy = 0. Evolve the equation by SL WENO for one step. Nx = Ny =
20. CFL = 2.2. Before WENO reconstruction (left), after WENO reconstruction (right).

In the context of solving Vlasov equations, such WENO limiter would be useful when

the initial data contains discontinuity. Even with smooth initial data, it is well-known that

filamentation solution structures might be developed after some time. Such filamentation

solution structures will be under-resolved by a given set of mesh. Numerical (rather than

physical) oscillations might appear due to the Gibbs phenomenon. WENO limiter is adopted

to control such oscillations for numerical stability. Notice that one can not hope for accuracy

for under-resolve solution. Moreover, WENO limiter will not destroy the positivity, and one

can apply a positivity preserving limiter proposed in [44] after WENO limiting procedure is

used.

The proposed scheme cannot preserve the positivity, due to the fact that SL FD WENO

scheme does not. A high order maximum principle preserving limiting procedure is proposed

by Zhang and Shu in [44] for finite volume (FV) WENO scheme and DG scheme. Such

limiting procedure cannot apply to FD WENO scheme directly. The reason is that FD
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WENO reconstruction is based on a unknown function g(x) whose sliding average is f(x):

f(x) =
1

h

∫ x+h
2

x−h
2

g(ξ)dξ. (3.11)

g function has a larger upper bound and smaller lower bounder than f . In other words,

f ≥ 0 does not imply g ≥ 0. Enforcing g ≥ 0 will destroy the high order accuracy of

reconstruction.

Finally, we remark that the proposed hybrid method is mass conservative, since the RK

DG, SL DG and SL FD WENO schemes are all mass conservative. The mass conservation of

DG scheme can be checked by choosing the test function u = 1 in the DG weak formulation

(2.3). The mass conservation of SL FD WENO scheme is due to the fact that the equation

(2.7) is in flux difference form. Readers are referred to [33, 36] for detail analysis.

Proposition 3.1 The proposed hybrid method conserves the total mass with periodic bound-

ary condition.

Proof: It is sufficient to prove that the hybrid method is mass conservative without WENO

limiter. The WENO limiter preserves the cell average, therefore the overall mass. We denote

f̄n
i,j as the cell average of the numerical solution fi,j over interval Ii at velocity vj at time

tn. Denote f
n,(1)
i,j as the numerical solution after advection of Step 1. Denote f

n,(2)
i,j as the
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numerical solution after advection in Step 3.

∑

j

∑

i

f̄n+1
i,j ∆xi∆v

Step 5
=

∑

j

∑

i

f̄
n,(2)
i,j ∆xi∆v (mass conservation of DG)

=
∑

j

∑

i

∆xi

∑

gi

f
n,(2)
i,gi;j

wgi∆v

=
∑

i

∆xi

∑

gi

wgi

∑

j

f
n,(2)
i,gi;j

∆v

Step 3
=

∑

i

∆xi

∑

gi

wgi

∑

j

f
n,(1)
i,gi;j

∆v (mass conservation of SL WENO)

=
∑

j

∑

i

∆xi

∑

gi

f
n,(1)
i,gi;j

wgi∆v

=
∑

j

∑

i

f̄
n,(1)
i,j ∆xi∆v

Step 1
=

∑

j

∑

i

f̄n
i,j∆xi∆v (mass conservation of DG)

4 Numerical results

In this section, several numerical examples are presented to illustrate high order accuracy

and reliability of the proposed hybrid method. We test linear advection and rigid body

rotation problems in Section 4.1, and the VP system in Section 4.2. In the numerical exper-

iments below, two types of hybrid methods are considered. Especially, we first perform the

dimensional splitting, then (1) SL DG or (2) RK DG with local time stepping for advection

in x-direction are coupled with the SL FD WENO for advection in y- or v- direction.

4.1 Two-dimensional test examples

Example 4.1. Consider a two-dimensional linear advection equation:

ut + ux + uy = 0 (4.1)

with initial condition u0(x, y) = sin(x + y) and periodic boundary condition. The errors

and numerical orders of accuracy of the proposed hybrid methods are shown in Table 4.1 for
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SL DG combined with SL WENO and in Table 4.2 for RK DG combined with SL WENO.

Since the x-shifting and y-shifting operator commute, there is no splitting error in time and

the spatial error dominates. We remark that we use higher order WENO reconstruction in

y-direction than the order of DG in x-direction. Such choice of combination makes the DG

error be the dominant error. Expected orders of accuracy from DG scheme are observed in

Table 4.1 and 4.2. Comparable numerical results are observed for SL and RK DG scheme.

Table 4.1: Linear advection. Hybrid method with SL DG and SL WENO. L2 errors and
numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx ×Ny cells. TVB constant M= 1.0.
CFL=2.2. T=10.

P 1 +WENO3 P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order
40×40 5.58E-2 – 8.67E-5 – 6.63E-7 –
80×80 1.87E-2 1.57 1.04E-5 3.06 4.05E-8 4.04
120×120 9.03E-3 1.79 3.12E-6 2.97 8.73E-9 3.78
160×160 4.96E-3 2.08 1.41E-6 2.75 2.77E-9 3.99
200×200 2.88E-3 2.44 6.81E-7 3.27 1.17E-9 3.87

Table 4.2: Linear advection. Hybrid method with RK DG and SL WENO. L2 errors and
numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx ×Ny cells. TVB constant M= 1.0.
CFL=2.2. T=10.

P 1 +WENO3 P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order
40×40 5.04E-2 – 1.34E-4 – 8.10E-7 –
80×80 1.48E-2 1.77 1.36E-5 3.30 5.07E-8 4.00
120×120 7.03E-3 1.83 3.89E-6 3.09 1.00E-8 4.00
160×160 3.95E-3 2.00 1.62E-6 3.04 3.17E-9 4.00
200×200 2.40E-3 2.24 8.25E-7 3.03 1.30E-9 4.00

Example 4.2. Consider the rigid body rotation problem:

ut − yux + xuy = 0, (x, y) ∈ [−2π, 2π]× [−2π, 2π]. (4.2)
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Table 4.3: Rigid body rotation. Hybrid method with SL DG and SL WENO. L2 errors and
numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx ×Ny cells. TVB constant M= 1.0.
CFL=0.3. T=π/2.

P 1 +WENO3 P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order
10×30 2.57E-01 – 6.09E-02 – 5.36E-03 –
20×60 7.33E-02 1.81 6.63E-03 3.20 3.41E-04 3.97
30×90 3.28E-02 1.98 1.90E-03 3.09 6.44E-05 4.11
40×120 1.88E-02 1.94 7.92E-04 3.03 2.01E-05 4.04
50×150 1.24E-02 1.88 4.15E-04 2.89 8.35E-06 3.95

We first consider a smooth initial condition

u(x, y, 0) =

{
cos6( r

2
) r < π,

0 otherwise,
(4.3)

where r =
√
0.8(x− 1)2 + 1.2y2. This is to test order of convergence of the hybrid schemes.

We report the L2 error and the order of accuracy for two hybrid methods: SL DG combined

with SL WENO in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, RK DG combined with SL WENO in Table 4.5

and Table 4.6 for CFL = 0.3 and CFL = 6.2 respectively. The spatial error is observed to

be the dominant error when CFL = 0.3, see Table 4.3 and 4.5. The second order splitting

error in time becomes the dominant error when relatively large CFL is used, see Table 4.4

and 4.6. We remark that there is a certain range of CFL above which the splitting error in

time is the dominant error. Such range is problem and scheme dependent. Improving such

splitting error constitutes our future research work. Note that we set 3Nx = Ny in order to

obtain a clean order of convergence from DG.

We then consider the initial condition that includes a slotted disk, a cone as well as a

smooth hump, similar to the one in [28] to test our scheme’s ability in resolving complicated

structures. In Figure 4.1 we plot the initial condition in mesh and contour. We plot the

numerical solution at T = 12π in Figure 4.2, which is the return of the initial state after

six full revolutions. Non-oscillatory numerical capturing of discontinuities is observed. It
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Table 4.4: Rigid body rotation. Hybrid method with SL DG and SL WENO. L2 errors and
numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx ×Ny cells. TVB constant M= 1.0.
CFL=6.2. T=π/2

P 1 +WENO3 P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order
10×30 1.87E-01 – 5.37E-02 – 2.67E-02 –
20×60 5.57E-02 1.75 8.03E-03 2.74 6.46E-03 2.05
30×90 2.53E-02 1.94 3.12E-03 2.33 2.87E-03 2.01
40×120 1.46E-02 1.92 1.66E-03 2.20 1.61E-03 2.00
50×150 9.71E-03 1.82 1.03E-03 2.12 1.03E-03 2.00

Table 4.5: Rigid body rotation. Hybrid method with RK DG and SL WENO. L2 errors and
numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx ×Ny cells. TVB constant M= 1.0.
CFL = 0.3. T=π/2.

P 1 +WENO3 P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order
10×30 2.71E-01 – 6.75E-02 – 6.85E-03 –
20×60 7.87E-02 1.78 7.38E-03 3.19 6.15E-04 3.48
30×90 3.53E-02 1.98 2.14E-03 3.06 1.21E-04 4.01
40×120 2.00E-02 1.98 8.96E-04 3.02 3.83E-05 4.00
50×150 1.29E-02 1.95 4.66E-04 2.93 1.59E-05 3.94

Table 4.6: Rigid body rotation. Hybrid method with RK DG and SL WENO. L2 errors and
numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx ×Ny cells. TVB constant M= 1.0.
CFL = 6.2. T=π/2

P 1 +WENO3 P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order
10×30 2.34E-01 – 6.57E-02 – 2.49E-02 –
20×60 6.92E-02 1.76 9.04E-03 2.86 6.15E-03 2.01
30×90 3.10E-02 1.98 3.36E-03 2.44 2.72E-03 2.01
40×120 1.76E-02 1.96 1.74E-03 2.29 1.53E-03 2.00
50×150 1.14E-02 1.95 1.06E-03 2.20 9.77E-04 2.00
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Figure 4.1: Initial condition. Profile (left) and contour (right).

is clear that higher order methods resolve the solution better. As the performance of the

hybrid scheme using RK DG in x-direction is very similar to those in Figure 4.2, we omit

them to save space.

4.2 The Vlasov-Poisson system

In this subsection, we further examine the performance of the proposed hybrid methods when

applied to the VP systems. Periodic boundary condition is imposed in x-direction, while zero

boundary condition is imposed in v-direction. We only present the numerical results of the

hybrid method with SL DG in x-direction and SL WENO in v-direction, as the performance

of the scheme using RK DG for spatial advection is very similar. In realistic high dimensional

problems with complicated spatial domains, RK DG will offer more flexibility than SL DG.

We recall several norms in the VP system below, which should remain constant in time.

1. Lp norm 1 ≤ p < ∞:

‖f‖p =
(∫

v

∫

x

|f(x, v, t)|pdxdv
) 1

p

. (4.4)
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Figure 4.2: Rigid body rotation with the initial condition in Figure 4.1. Uniform meshes
with Nx × Ny = 100 × 100. TVB constant M= 1.0. CFL = 2.2. T=12π. Hybrid scheme:
SL DG combined with SL WENO.

2. Energy:

Energy =

∫

v

∫

x

f(x, v, t)v2dxdv +

∫

x

E2(x, t)dx, (4.5)

where E(x, t) is the electric field.

3. Entropy:

Entropy =

∫

v

∫

x

f(x, v, t) log(f(x, v, t))dxdv. (4.6)

Tracking relative deviations of these quantities numerically will be a good measure of the

quality of numerical schemes. The relative deviation is defined to be the deviation away from

the corresponding initial value divided by the magnitude of the initial value. It is expected
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that our scheme will conserve mass. However, the positivity of f will not be preserved. Thus,

when numerically computing the entropy, we compute
∫
v

∫
x
f(x, v, t)| log(f(x, v, t))|dxdv..

Below, we first present the performance of the proposed hybrid scheme for two stream

instability. In this example, we will demonstrate (1) the high order spatial accuracy and

the second order temporal accuracy of the proposed scheme; (2) the performance of the

proposed hybrid method in resolving solutions and in preserving theoretically conserved

physical norms; (3) the robustness of finite difference WENO scheme for velocities compared

with spectral method and pure SL DG scheme.

Example 4.3. Consider two stream instability [15], with an unstable initial distribution

function:

f(x, v, t = 0) =
2

7
√
2π

(1 + 5v2)(1 + α((cos(2kx) + cos(3kx))/1.2+ cos(kx)) exp(−v2

2
) (4.7)

with α = 0.01, k = 0.5, the length of the domain in the x direction is L = 2π
k

and the

background ion distribution function is fixed, uniform and chosen so that the total net

charge density for the system is zero.

Firstly, we want to test spatial and temporal accuracy of the hybrid methods. To min-

imize the error from truncating the domain in v-direction, we let vmax = 2π. We compute

a reference numerical solution with very fine mesh. We remark that the overall numeri-

cal error is due to two parts: spatial and temporal error. To test spatial accuracy of DG

in x−direction, we make the mesh in v−direction to be fine enough and time step to be

sufficiently small, so that spatial error dominates. We report the L2 error and the order

of accuracy for two hybrid methods: SL DG combined with SL WENO in Table 4.7 and

RK DG combined with SL WENO in Table 4.8. Expected k + 1 orders of spatial accuracy

are observed. To test temporal accuracy, there is a lower bound in the time step size that

we need to respect. When the time step is too small, spatial error becomes dominant. we

let ∆t = ∆x to test the temporal accuracy. In Table 4.9 we report the L2 error and the
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order of accuracy for two hybrid methods: SL/RK DG P 3 combined with SL WENO9 for

second order Strang splitting. Expected second order temporal accuracy is observed. Note

that the errors from two hybrid methods are comparable, due to the fact that splitting error

dominates for a large time step.

Then we test the reliability of the hybrid methods after a long time integration with

vmax = 5 and ∆t = ∆x. In Figure 4.3, we show the numerical results of hybrid methods at

T = 53. The filamentation solution structures are well resolved by the hybrid method. Time

evolution of discrete L1 norm, L2 norm, kinetic energy and entropy of hybrid methods with

different orders are reported in Figure 4.4. As expected, the physical quantities, which are

conserved in the continuous VP system, are better preserved by higher order hybrid method.

In Figures 4.5 we show 3D plots of the distribution function f at different instances of time.

Good resolutions can be observed without oscillations. Our results are comparable to those

that have been reported by Filbet and Sonnendrücker in [15] where the performance of several

numerical schemes are compared. Since DG method is used in x-direction, nonuniform mesh

is allowed. Figure 4.6 presents the mesh and numerical solution of a hybird method (RK

DG scheme with P 3 in x-direction and SL WENO9 scheme in v-direction) at T = 53 using

a non-uniform mesh which is 20% random perturbation of the uniform mesh in x-direction

with Nx × Nv = 64 × 160. Due to the non-uniform distribution of the mesh, we use LDG

scheme instead of FFT to solve the Poisson equation.

An alternative way of advection for the velocity acceleration/deceleration is the spectral

method. The numerical results of the scheme using SL DG in x-direction and spectral method

in v-direction are presented in Figure 4.7 at different times. When the structure of solution is

simple (see the left panel in Figure 4.7), the spectral method performs well. However, as the

numerical mesh no longer supports the filamentation solution structures that are developed

over long time, serious spurious oscillations are observed (see the right panel of Figure 4.7).

Finally, we use this example to give a comparison between the method using in both
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Table 4.7: Two stream instability. Hybrid method with SL DG and SL WENO. L2 errors
and numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx × Ny cells. ∆t = 0.005∆x.
T=0.5. The reference solution is computed with Nx ×Ny = 192× 630.

P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order

16×210 1.49E-04 – 1.05E-05 –
32×210 1.85E-05 3.01 6.55E-07 4.00
48×210 5.50E-06 3.00 1.29E-07 4.00
64×210 2.31E-06 3.02 4.17E-08 3.94

Table 4.8: Two stream instability. Hybrid method with RK DG and SL WENO. L2 errors
and numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx × Ny cells. ∆t = 0.005∆x.
T=0.5. The reference solution is computed with Nx ×Ny = 192× 630

P 2 +WENO5 P 3 +WENO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order

16×210 1.54E-04 – 1.06E-05 –
32×210 1.92E-05 3.01 6.64E-07 4.00
48×210 5.69E-06 2.99 1.31E-07 4.00
64×210 2.39E-06 3.02 4.22E-08 3.94

spatial and velocity directions and the proposed hybrid methods. We set Nx×Nv = 64×128

for SL DG scheme (P 3 polynomial in both x- and v- directions) and Nx × Nv = 64 × 512

for hybrid method (SL DG scheme with P 3 in x-direction and SL WENO9 scheme in v-

direction) for a comparable resolution. Figure 4.8 gives 3D plots of the numerical solution in

the region where filamentation structures are developed. Milder numerical sawtooth-shaped

oscillations are observed for hybrid method than that for pure SL DG schemes, when the

numerical solution is under-resolved.

Example 4.4. Consider weak Landau damping for the Vlasov-Poisson system with initial

condition:

f(x, v, t = 0) =
1√
2π

(1 + α cos(kx)) exp(−v2

2
), (4.8)
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Table 4.9: Two stream instability. Hybrid methods with SL/RK DG P 3 and SL WENO9.
L2 errors and numerical orders of accuracy on uniform meshes with Nx × Ny cells. The
reference is computed with Nx ×Nv = 630× 630.∆t = ∆x. T=1.

SL DG P 3+SL WENO9 RK DG P 3+SL WNEO9
mesh L2 error order L2 error order
70×70 3.23E-04 – 3.23E-04 –
90×90 1.93E-04 2.05 1.93E-04 2.05
126×126 9.59E-05 2.08 9.59E-05 2.08
210×210 3.20E-05 2.15 3.20E-05 2.15

where α = 0.01. When the perturbation parameter α = 0.01 is small enough, the VP system

can be approximated by linearization around the Maxwellian equilibrium f 0(v) = 1√
2π
e−

v2

2 .

The analytical damping rate of electric field can be derived accordingly [17]. We test our

scheme with different k’s and compare the numerical damping rates with theoretical values.

In the simulations, we set Nx = 64, Nv = 160, vmax = 5 and ∆t = ∆x. We plot the evolution

of electric field in L2 norm in Figure 4.9 for k = 0.5, k = 0.4 and k = 0.3. The correct decay

rates of the electric field are observed, benchmarked with all the theoretical values (solid

black lines in the figure). The time evolution of discrete L1 norm, L2 norm, kinetic energy

and entropy of hybrid methods with different orders are reported in Figure 4.10. In order to

save spaces, we only report the result when k = 0.5. In this case, the total mass is observed

to be exactly conserved. Other physical quantities are well preserved.

Example 4.5. Consider strong Landau damping. The initial condition is equation (4.8),

with α = 0.5 and k = 0.5. In Figure 4.11, the evolution of L2 norms of electric field is

provided. The linear decay rate of different orders of hybrid methods are all approximately

γ1 = −0.2812, which is identical to the value computed by Cheng and Knorr [6]. It is a

little smaller than the value of −0.292 reported by Rossmanith and Seal in [37] and −0.287

reported by Heath et. al in [21]. We also compute the growth rates of hybrid methods,

which are approximately γ2 = 0.0813 of SL DG P 3 combined with SL WENO9, γ2 = 0.0778
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of SL DG P 2 combined with SL WENO5 and γ2 = 0.0770 of SL DG P 1 combined with SL

WENO3. They are all consistent with the value of 0.0815 computed by Rossmanith and Seal

in [37] and 0.0746 by Heath et. al in [21]. Numerical solutions of the hybrid methods with

different orders at T=30 are plotted in Figure 4.12. Better resolutions are observed with

higher order method. Figure 4.13 gives the numerical solution of strong Landau damping at

different times using hybrid method of SL DG P 3 combined with SL WENO9, the results

are comparable to what are shown in [33]. The time evolution of discrete L1 norm, L2 norm,

kinetic energy and entropy of hybrid methods with different orders are reported in Figure

4.14. It is clear that high order hybrid methods better preserve physical quantities than low

order methods, as expected. We remark that because the proposed hybrid methods are not

positivity preserving, L1 norms of numerical solutions are not exactly preserved, although

the methods are mass conservative.

Example 4.6. Consider the symmetric two stream instability [13], with the initial condition

f(x, v, t = 0) =
1

2vth
√
2π

[
exp

(
−(v − u)2

2v2th

)
+ exp

(
−(v + u)2

2v2th

)] (
1 + α cos(kx)

)
. (4.9)

The background ion distribution function is fixed, uniform and chosen so that the total net

charge density for the system is zero. We first let α = 0.001, u = 2.4, vth = 1 and k = 0.2.

The linear growth rate of electric field after some time is 0.2258, which can be derived by

the same procedure as Landau damping. In Figure 4.15, we plot the evolution of electric

field in L2 norm. The correct growth rates of the electric field are observed, benchmarked

with the theoretical value. We then let α = 0.05, u = 0.99, vth = 0.3 and k = 2
13
. This

case is studied in [35, 36] by SL WENO and SL DG scheme, respectively. In Figures 4.16,

we report the numerical results approximating the distribution solution f . Time evolution

of discrete L1 norm, L2 norm, kinetic energy and entropy of hybrid methods with different

orders are reported in Figure 4.17. Again, the high order methods in general do a better job

in resolving filamentation structures and preserving the physical quantities than low order
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ones. Finally, we remark that with strong perturbation, nonlinear effect of higher modes

becomes dominant. The evolution of electric field does not agree with theoretical value in

linear analysis. Thus we omit to present the evolution of electric field in this paper.

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, a family of hybrid SL numerical methods are designed to solve the VP system.

The proposed hybrid methods combine SL/Eulerian RK DG scheme and SL finite difference

WENO scheme for the spacial advection and velocity acceleration/deceleration, respectively.

In the SL framework, there is no time step restriction for the linear stability, so the allowance

of large time step can greatly save computational cost. DG scheme is adopted for spacial

advection due to its compactness. RK DG offers the flexibility to deal with complicated

geometries and boundary conditions when high dimensional problems are considered. SL

WENO scheme is adopted for velocity advection due to its robustness to resolve filamen-

tation solution structures in the VP system. A WENO limiting strategy is used to control

artificial oscillations produced by DG scheme. We apply the hybrid methods to several test

examples, such as linear advection, rigid body rotation and the VP system to demonstrate

the performance. Improving the second order accuracy in time and extending the hybrid

methods to high dimensional Vlasov-Poisson and Vlasov-Maxwell systems constitute our

future work.
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Figure 4.3: Two stream instability. TVB constant M= 1.0. T=53. Hybrid scheme: SL DG
combined with SL WENO. Nx ×Nv = 64× 160 (left), Nx ×Nv = 128× 320 (right).
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Figure 4.4: Two stream instability. Time evolution of the relative deviations of discrete L1

norms (upper left), L2 norms (upper right), kinetic energy norms (lower left) and entropy
(lower right). TVB constant M= 1.0. Hybrid scheme: RK DG combined with SL WENO.
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Figure 4.5: Two stream instability. TVB constant M= 1.0. Nx × Nv = 128 × 320. 3D
contour plot of distribution function. T=20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100.
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Figure 4.6: Two stream instability. Non-uniform mesh with 20% random perturbation of
the uniform mesh Nx ×Nv = 64× 160. T = 53. Hybrid scheme: RK DG P 3 combined with
SL WENO9.

Figure 4.7: Two stream instability. Spectral method is adopted for velocity accelera-
tion/deceleration. When T = 15, the structure of solution is simple, the performance of
spectral method is good (left); when T = 53, the filamentation structures are generated,
serious oscillations appear (right).
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Pure SL DG P3 Hybrid method SL DG P3 + SLWENO9

Figure 4.8: Two stream instability. Comparison between the SL DG scheme and hybrid
methods. T = 53. Pure SL DG P 3 (left), hybrid method combined SL DG P 3 and SL
WENO9 (right). Zoomed-in region to show more details. Much less artificial oscillations are
observed of hybrid method.
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Figure 4.9: Weak Landau damping. Time evolution of electric field in L2 norm. k = 0.5
(upper left), k = 0.4 (upper right) and k = 0.3 (lower)
.
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Figure 4.10: Weak Landau damping. Time evolution of the relative deviations of discrete L1

norms (upper left), L2 norms, kinetic energy norms (lower left) and entropy (lower right).
TVB constant M= 1.0. Hybrid scheme: SL DG combined with SL WENO.
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Figure 4.11: Strong Landau damping. Time evolution of electric field in L2 norm.
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Figure 4.12: Strong Landau damping. TVB constant M= 1.0. T=30. Hybrid scheme: SL
DG combined with SL WENO. Nx ×Nv = 64× 160 (left), Nx ×Nv = 128× 320 (right).
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Figure 4.13: Strong Landau damping. TVB constant M= 1.0. Time evolution of numerical
solution at T=5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50. Hybrid scheme of SL DG P 3 combined with
SLWENO9. Nx ×Nv = 128× 320.
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Figure 4.14: Strong Landau damping. Time evolution of the relative deviations of discrete
L1 norms (upper left), L2 norms, kinetic energy norms (lower left) and entropy (lower right).
TVB constant M= 1.0. Hybrid scheme: SL DG combined with SL WENO.
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Figure 4.15: Two stream instability. Time evolution of electric field in L2 norm. α = 0.001,
u = 2.4, vth = 1 and k = 0.2.
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Figure 4.16: Two stream instability. TVB constant M= 3.0. T=70. Hybrid scheme: SL DG
combined with SL WENO. Nx ×Nv = 128× 320 (left), Nx ×Nv = 256× 640 (right).
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Figure 4.17: Two stream instability. Time evolution of the relative deviations of discrete L1

norms (upper left), L2 norms, kinetic energy norms (lower left) and entropy (lower right).
TVB constant M= 3.0. Hybrid scheme: SL DG combined with SL WENO.
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